C O M P O S T I N G M AT T E R S

by Paul van der Werf
“The bark fines, a byproduct
of bark chipping, was found
to be a suitable replacement
for peat moss, if used in the
correct way.”

All Treat Farms Inc.

COMPOSTING PIONEERS

The first in our Composting Pioneers series

T

he new century is no longer new as this decade rapidly comes to
a close.
The beginning of the new century brought an ephemeral kind
of hope associated with “turning over a new leaf” even if the only thing
different was the order of the numbers we use to express what year
we’re in.
We’re entering a new phase in the management of organic wastes
where we may very well have to do more than “turn over a new leaf.”
The default processing option continues to be composting but changes
are emerging on the horizon, some approaching rapidly. I think ten years
from now what we do will change dramatically; in 20 years, who knows?
In 1990 we thought pulling organic waste out of landfill was a great
idea because it represented waste diversion. Today I like to think we
have moved far beyond that. It’s business first with waste diversion and
reduction of greenhouse gases secondary or complimentary to the process.
Although self proclaimed, and unlikely to result in a new statutory
holiday, I view 2010 as the 20th anniversary of modern composting in
Canada. Sure we have been composting a lot longer — as we’ll find out.
However, this is a great time to reﬂect on where we’ve come and where
we’re headed.
Starting with this column, over the next year I’ll offer readers a series
entitled “Composting Pioneers.” The half-dozen columns will then be

assembled into a single document to commemorate this 20th anniversary. My first example is All Treat Farms Inc.

All Treat Farms Inc.

The owners of All Treat Farms Inc., before it was even called All Treat,
came up with an idea that was simple. Dehydrate manure and put it in a
bag. Then convince someone to buy it.
That’s how it was back in 1955 when LaVerne and Freda White used
a dehydrator that they’d purchased to produce feed from alfalfa to dehydrate manure. This lateral move, one of many, typifies the All Treat
story of entrepreneurship.
The Whites were farmers from Arthur, Ontario. As George White,
All Treat’s current president puts it, “Farming was a seven-days-a-week
job and my parents wanted to move away from that.”
So, what to do with the idea?
How do you convince people to buy what others recommend you
“store high in transit”? It seemed beyond the pale. You would have to
imagine it being sold at Toronto stores such as Simpsons and Eatons.
Back then White says, “Demonstrators used to demonstrate the product to customers at the stores.” Now we get Vince shouting at us about
Shamwow. Back then the demonstrators were “good looking women,”
says White, stressing quickly that he was only a kid at the time. “They
gift wrapped the bag and gave it to the customer.”

The farm property in the 1950s and today. The modern facility utilizes the GORE™ composting system to manage up to 80,000 tonnes/year of municipal organic wastes
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Various All Treat Farms bagged
products from over the years,
starting with cattle manure
from 1950 through
contemporary compost.

To reduce the odour of the dehydrated manure upon rehydration, All
Treat started composting the manure. Customers already knew what they
were buying; there was no point giving them an extra reminder. The stabilized product also held promise of better performance in their garden.
And so it continued with the development of a number of garden
products, to add to the company’s animal feed, bird seed and other products.
“Back then all our products ended in the word Treat: Garden Treat,
Worm Treat and so on,” says White. “When we incorporated we decided
to call ourselves All Treat.”
In the intervening years All Treat got into the bark chip markets.
Back then all of this was imported into Canada from the United States.
However, the forestry industry in Ontario was burying or burning its
bark.
“In the early 1980s we worked with what was then called the Ontario

Development Corporation to purchase equipment and find sources of
bark,” says White. “We started to produce a local bark chip. At the same
time we were looking for a replacement for peat moss.”
The bark fines, a byproduct of bark chipping, was found to be a suitable replacement for peat moss, if used in the correct way.
“This is where we had to learn how to compost and where we developed our composting expertise,” says White. “Bark fines could make
a great growing media but if they weren’t composted properly they
would kill plants.”
Ultimately this work solved two problems: A viable replacement for
peat moss was created and a waste management issue was addressed.
While their initial efforts focused on dealing with agricultural
wastes and then forestry wastes the 1990s saw them branch into residential waste.
The markets and populations where the company sold its products
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grew and generated more waste. In the same
way as burying forestry waste became less acceptable, questions were asked about what we
were throwing in landfills.
At the same time it was also becoming
less acceptable to mine wetlands for peat (a
common practice at the time). As White puts
it, “The writing was on the wall. We needed
a replacement product that we could put into
the bag.”
Using its previous composting experience,
All Treat set up a compost facility to accept
municipal leaf-and-yard wastes for composting.

“’The future of organic waste
processing includes
anaerobic digestion, no
question about it,’ says White.”
The AMRC is
now the MWA...

Current operations

This evolution continues in the 2000s. In 1955
the population of Toronto was about 1.3 million. Today the Greater Toronto Area has a
population of greater than five million. This
market continues to purchase compost products for its gardens, while households themselves remain a significant source of organic
waste. In addition to leaf-and-yard waste col-
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lection, most of the GTA now has access to
green bin programs to divert food and other
organic wastes.
All Treat invested in a GORE™ composting system to manage up to 80,000 tonnes/
year of these municipal wastes, including the
leaf-and-yard wastes but also green bin wastes
and IC&I wastes.
As they have shown over and over, a waste
product can be used to create a marketable
product.
“Our greatest strength is marketing,” says
White. “We used composting to fill market
needs. There was a time where we could say
that our compost product could be found in
any city or town in Canada.” The market has
evolved and there are many more players.
Their current market focus is Ontario and eastwards.
When asked what he thinks of the current
state of organic waste processing, White’s response is very illuminating: “When we started
in this businesses Ontario was very agricultural. People understood farming: the livestock,
the fields and the odour. The population has
changed.
“We’ve moved to zero tolerance for odour
and the reality is that we can’t realistically
get there without spending a lot of money.
The costs to achieve this will be high and I’m
afraid we could go backwards from recycling
and back to landfilling which is cheaper.”
And what of the future?
“The future of organic waste processing includes anaerobic digestion, no question about
it,” says White. “Composting and AD can
work hand in hand.”
Something will have to give though.
“I went go Germany for a week to look
at AD facilities,” White says. “Germany has
moved to ensure that all organic wastes stay
out of landfill. There are AD facilities everywhere. They all seem to have some odour associated with them. Over there this doesn’t
seem to be as big of deal as here.”
Entrepreneurship is recognizing opportunities where others don’t see them and then
developing them into marketable and profitable outcomes. All Treat’s evolution is really a
manifestation of this trait. The environmental
benefit, although real, is ancillary. This typifies those that have made the composting industry grow the most.
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Helping Manage Industry

Paul van der Werf is president of 2cg Inc. in
London, Ontario.
Contact Paul at ww.2cg.ca
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